Grifform Innovations® Shower Caddies are a popular feature to facilitate the function and form in your shower. For ease of ordering, we have a cataloged standard parts list. There are also specification sheets for each style of caddy to help in your selection.

CHALLENGES
- Wide array of color choices.
- Ease of installation.
- Doesn’t promote bacteria growth.

SOLUTION
- Grifform Innovations® accessories available in wide array of size and color options meets all the challenges you face.

RESULTS
- Order from our catalog by part number and specify DuPont™ Corian® color choice.
- Installation guide and templates provided per part specified.
- Clean durable accessory part that enhances your project, especially when used with Grifform Innovations® Shower Walls and/or Shower Base system.
- Easily maintained by housekeeping staff.
- A nonporous accessory that does not foster growth of microorganisms, mold or mildew.
- Accessorize your beautiful, functional shower space for years of use.

ATTRIBUTED VALUE OF THE GRIFFORM® SHOWER CADDIES
- Lower maintenance cost
- DuPont™ Corian® can help earn points for LEED program
- Easy installation
- Extended life cycle
- Class 1/A fire rated

Please visit www.Grifform.com for additional product information.

Grifform Innovations®
PO Box 258 Glide, OR 97443
541-496-0313 SJCAD-3-17
Grifform Innovations® Shower Caddies

Grifform Innovations® Shower Caddies made of DuPont™ Corian® are available in numerous sizes and options to accommodate a wide array of customer needs. The ability to install with the Shower Wall system makes this an ideal choice to finish the Shower compartment with storage capacity. With self draining soap shelf, and shelf height and width options make Grifform Innovations® Shower Caddies a popular feature to facilitate the function and form in your shower. For ease of ordering, we have a cataloged standard parts list. There are also specification sheets for each style of caddy to help in your selection.

**Grifform Innovations® Shower Caddies and Soap Shelves**

**Grifform Innovations® Magnum Caddies**

**Typical Shelf**

**Single Compartment Magnum Caddy**
SSC3061
12” x 12”
Inside Dimensions

**Double Compartment Magnum Caddy**
SSC3062
12” x 13”
Inside Dimensions

**Triple Compartment Magnum Caddy**
SSC3063
12” x 18 1/2”
Inside Dimensions

**Single Compartment**

SSC3051
5 7/8” x 5 3/8”
Inside Dimensions

**Double Compartment**

SSC3052
5 7/8” x 12 7/8”
Inside Dimensions

**Triple Compartment with Grab Bar**

SSC3053
5 7/8” x 17 7/8”
Inside Dimensions

**2 shelf coved Corner Unit**

SSC3033
5 7/8” x 5 7/8”
Shelf Dimensions

**1 shelf Corner Unit**

SSC3024
5 7/8” x 6 3/8”
Shelf Dimensions

**2 shelf coved Corner Unit**

SSC3034
7 1/8” x 7 1/8”
Shelf Dimensions

**Triple Compartment Magnum Caddy**
SSC3065
12” x 19”
Inside Dimensions

**Double Compartment Magnum Caddy**
SSC3066
12” x 19”
Inside Dimensions

**Tub Wall Magnum Caddy**
SSC3067
12” x 54 1/2”
Inside Dimensions

**Triple Compartment with Grab Bar**

SSC3053
5 7/8” x 17 7/8”

**2 shelf Corner Unit**

SSC3053
5 7/8” x 5 7/8”

**1 shelf Corner Unit**

SSC3024
5 7/8” x 6 3/8”

**2 shelf coved Corner Unit**

SSC3034
7 1/8” x 7 1/8”